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     Materials Used
The materials I use are very easy to obtain and simple to use. 
Most are inexpensive and found in most all art supply stores.
Over the years I have learned to used these basic materials to obtain 
finishes that look very realistic. Consistency is very important and 
following each steps is also very important to obtain the desired finish.

You will notice that in none of the steps will you see the method of dry-
brushing. I do not like to use this method as some armor modelers do. 
I prefer a more subtle look in which I feel represents the look of a full 
scale armor vehicle.

Materials used for painting and 
weathering. In this Step-by-Step Acrylic 
paints are used to paint the model 
showing the same results can be 
achieved with enamel or acrylic paints!

I use a basic single action 
airbrush. Nothing special.

I modified the airbrush bottle syphon to 
fit Testors Model Master paint jars and 
Tamiya jars so I can spray the paint 
directly from the bottle without having to 
mix in a new bottle.



Sd.Kfz. 233

Converted 232 (8-Rad) chassis, 
adding the short barrelled 7.5 
cm KwK 37 L/24 gun in an open 
fixed superstructure. Due to the 
short length of the barrel this gun 
earned the nickname of “Stumpy”. 
One hundred and nine of these 
vehicles were built at the Büssing-
NAG plant, between December 
1942 and October 1943. A further 
10 were converted from 231/232 
chassis in October 1942. 

                                 Sd.Kfz. 233 (early)

This variant of the Sd.Kfz. series 
entered service during 1942 and 
remained in use throughout the war. 
They were issued as a platoon of six 
vehicles in support of reconnaissance 
battalions.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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1. Although the SdKfz 232 Tamiya kit had its debut many years 
ago it still builds into a presentable model.
Tamiya has new re-released it as German Sd.Kfz.232 Africa 
Corps - 8 Wheeled Heavy Armored Car
Item #35297

My conversion to a SdKfz 233 was done by using sheet 
styrene and a 75mm gun from the Tamiya 35147 Sd.Kfz. 251/9 
Kanonenwagen kit.

The kits roof is removed and cut to receive the new panels to fit 
the gun.

I made a simple intereior which is not complete.

I added some equipment to the outside of the SdKfz 233 also.

2. The model is given a primer coat to give 
the model a good base to start the paint 
process. I use a basic spray can primer that 
can be purchased at the local home store. 
This primer coat makes painting the steps 
much easier because you get a smooth coat 
of color to allow you to see all the areas that 
will be needed to be painted in the steps 
used to shade and high light the model.
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3. Next step in the painting process is the base coat this is 
the main color. Testors 4789 Sandgelb is used in this step.   

Cover the main parts of the 233. Let some primer show 
though as this represents the Panzer Gray color.
As you can see you don’t have to worry about being perfect 
just make sure you cover most of the model.

4. Next step in the painting process is the high-light. This is  
4722 Randome Tan. What you are trying to achieve is to make 
sure any areas of your light source can hit is painted. This 
step will bring out your 233’s details. Paint all the high spots, 
centers of any panels and the tops of objects that stand off the 
tank. This color helps represent the desert sand and fading 
from the sun.
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5. The model is now given a Testors clear gloss coat only in the 
areas that the decals will be applied. Micro Sol was used to flatten 
the decals down. I used the decals from the kit. When dry, spray the 
tank with Testors clear flat and allow to dry for about 2 days. A flat 
finish is very important to my Step-by-Step finishing.

6.  Next step in the painting process are the tools, equipment 
and interior.  I paint all tools and equipment on the 233 before 
final weathering. In painting these items study the way metal and 
wood looks in real life and add the colors into your paint to really 
get a good contrasting look and make sure you use various colors 
and shade as you can in each item. Most important don’t paint 

items just one color or shade. The interior 
is painted at this point. I only paint 

what I can see inside 
the 233. The metal 

items are painted 
in shades of 

black, they will 
be treated with 
a metallic finish 
later.
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7. Next step is the wash.  
First I brush the model with clean turpentine. I put a dab of raw umber 
oil paint on a pallet, the oil paint is thinned with turpentine on the 
pallet and then applied to the model with a small brush. I do not want 
the wash to coat the entire model, it is controlled just were I want it. 
This is called a pin wash, apply to all of the surface details to create 
false shadows around each one, and any excess wash is blended 
into the surrounding surface once dry. I streak it down the sides like 
it would naturally, but care should be taken not to overdo this...be 
subtle.

8. Next the tires are given a very thin wash of black oil paint 
thinned with turpentine. The wash works well because stark 
black rubber is not realistic. Let wash flow all around the tire, 
it’s ok if the sand color shows though.
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9. Next step in the weathering process is the paint chips 
& scratches. I add chipped paint with black and white oil 
paint mixed to a grey color. A small sponge or make-up 
applicator is used to apply the chips/wear. The sponge is 
press into the oil paint then onto the armor surface lightly. 
I hold the sponge with tweezers. The key to chips are 
make them small and without any pattern, keeping them 
on the most abused edges and damaged areas.  The 
more you add the more worn the paint finish will look.
Use common sense and remember that less is more with 
chipped/worn areas, and think very small!

10. Next step is wet pastel pigment weathering. I use 
pastels in the same way you use pigments, but I make my 
own powder. The pastels are $1.00 a stick at the art store 
and come in a large variety of shades. I use a file to grind 
them into powder. I mix them with turpentine on a pallet and 
apply them with a brush.  Make sure you thin the powder 
heavily because if not it will dry and cover to much, a little 
goes a long way!
Apply this mixture to the tires.
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11.  A final dusting of sand colored pastels that I ground into powder 
are brushed into the parts of the 233’s to simulate the dust. Apply 
the pastels dry.
Do not over do the pastel dust, start with very little until you get the 
desired amount!
Wipe the pastel powder off leaving the dust in the cracks and 
recesses just like real dust and dirt.

12. The figure is from 
MIG Productions-Afrika 
Korps Motorcyclist
MP35-319.

Primed figure in white on right.     Flesh tones added        Coat painted  Details added last

I used Model Color acrylic paint on the figure. It was 
applied over a white primer in thin washes. The white 
primer is allowed to show though as a high-light. This 
is fast and effective way to get good results. 



Finished Model



Finished Model
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Stay Tuned!
Be on the look out for more Step-by-Step Armor Finishing! 

Step-by-Step Armor Finishing Sponsors 

http://migproductions-usa.com/



